Hollywood Farce Opens Wednesday

Vina, Bridges Staged in Comedy

After two unavoidable delays, the Dramatic Club will pull the curtain on its second production of the season when it presents "Glamour Preferred" Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. in Audrey Room.

Launching a long and star-studded career, Jane Vina as Kerry Elridge and Ann Bridges as his wife, Lynn, unsuspecting playwrights, are Nancy Allman Blackmon, Betty Jo Jones, Andy Hahn, Jimmie Brown, Oscar Colon, William, Stelle Foote, Beth Ann Dent, Percy John Davis and Elroy Payne.

"Model Family"
The play, a farce, deals with the "W" Hollywood farce, Kerry Elridge, first star of the screen, and his Laurence comet, wine and dine guests. For a trip to New York involves Kerry with his cocoon, first time at the Red Hot Spot, lately become by marriage to Brown Towyn of Latvia.

Upon his return to Hollywood after nearly being denuded by fans in Salt Lake City he finds his happy home to be not such a happy home and is confronted with the prosaic of his model's wife "sinking it in Mexico." With Lowen, patron of Brown Hot Spot.

In general, the comedy, which has been in preparation of many months, promises to give the audience a lively evening. The problems of the moment and enjoy a bit of Escapist Lady Bonita Towyn of London. It is an "escapist" drama.
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Campus Wastebasket

The most recent resolution adopted by Student Council is worthy of no more than a merely curiosity glance. Not only should the more foresighted the printing of the usual countless hundreds of handbills which every spring make a wastebasket of the campus, but it also should come in more attention to the candidate and discerning flashy and decorative campaign nickels.

One sentence in particular is worthy of note: "In view of the restrictions imposed on the printing of handbills, all students are requested to consider whether it is necessary to print a single copy of their handbills or whether a smaller number would be sufficient."

The fifty-cent authorized last year has only one fault. It is a sum that less than half of the expenses of the last freshman election were underwritten. Many fee is up one dollar, a fair and adequate charge, and put there by constitutional provision.

Society

The junior prom was not lacking in its usual spirit last Friday night, and the evening was the selection of the queen, Elizabeth Philbrook, and the future Mrs. Blonder Spiller is entertaining Mildred Hargrove last night, and followed, the senior engineers corps and administration.

The Bible: Its Christ and Modern Career Tricks
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Staff

Backfire from the Junior Prom and a number on election—the hair-pulling between Marks and Mal-

din Powell and Valentine Babcock, who is now going to find Smitty for the twentieth time. Late date: Wil-

bred and James. If I was pleasantly pleased by the visit of Peggy. It is a date whose name is some- 

tier. They say Peter is dating, rather than Jack Roach again. Other new com-

New Resolution

Cuts Expenses, Blasts Handbills

A new Student Council resolution virtually abolishing the use of campaign handbills and slashing ex- 

Ole Miss Club Elected

dent of EKLE, became the belle of Dr. William W. McKinney Wednesday night at St. Paul's Methodist Church. Dr. Immenz, a captain in the United States Navy, was graduated from the Institute in 1913 and from the University of Texas Medical School in 1917.

Music

Arthur Schnabel is one of the greatest living pianists, and probably the greatest in concert. He came to Houston Monday night to find the season's largest audience before him and set out calmly and awfully to display his gifts.

The concerts which he played—Bruch's second, is not a work to capture the collective soul of a large audience. It is certainly not a ve- 

The EKLE is minute to a spacial audien- 

Some things we'd like to know: How the friendship between Betty Ann Manette and Peggy caused such a puritan reaction, or do they really study French together three nights a week? 

Melky Mary was to go by week B.A. with Margaret Powell at eleven last Wednesday night. Maybe this will explain to the boys he was with where he was. Percy Jeen doesn't know it but there is a burned-out junior that wants a date with her but is almost too shy to ask. Give him a chance won't you. Percy Harvey Ammonen and George have a word with each other. Price is after her now. Jimmie Karnon prefers A & M to the junior Prom. Virginia Stevens is beginning to wonder why she doesn't hear from Jim Roach anymore. Mitchell Saffir has been getting his picture from Hattiesburg every week- 

Some things we'd like to know. What is going to happen to the house, like those dreadful things that happened in the first move- 

When an orchestra plays a sym- 
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In a recent survey of 90 colleges, that they prefer Arrow Shirts to all other brands. Why be because Arrow is a 
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Arrow white is right!

From feeding through class to dating a blonde, an Arrow white shirt is correct for every occasion.

Arrow White: a fine cotton handshirts with mon- 
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The Treshman editor's page
The Tennis Squad
By Buck Wright

The above is a Smith-Smart straight combination of American and amber, and includes 500 used golf balls. It is expected to be a favorite this season.

The Rice Thresher
Owls Leave Wednesday for KC NCAA Meet

The co-champion Owls leave Wednesday morning for Kansas City and the sectional NCAA tournament there March 20-22. Only other definite entrant is Colorado, winner of the Rocky Mountain title. Games are to be played in Stanford and Oregon State and Kansas-Oklahoma in the Big Eight tournament Saturday and Tuesday nights. The Owls will decide the other two entrants for the tourney. The drawing for places at Kansas City is scheduled Wednesday.

Spring Climax
Blue-White Scrimmage
Tomorrow Ends Grid

By Easy Kegg

As the grand finale to the 30-day spring practice grid, Jess Neath will pit his Blue team against Line Coach Joe Davis' Whites in a full-length scrimmage opening at 3 p.m., Saturday.

The Most Surprising performance in the track workouts last Saturday was turned in by Billy Christopher. The tall blonde, who also high-jumps and broad jumps, ran a 50.7 quarter-mile in his first attempt at the distance to move into Husky North at the snaps. He has been broad-jumping above 24 feet in early tryouts.

Hert Selman reports the runner who has the baseball team pinching him first contact is a false one. Although Harold Lambert, Chet Palmer and Florida Jacome may still be playing basketball, the Owls will meet the Texas Longhorns here March 26.

At Last!
The Disney feature you've been waiting for, since "Snow White!"

Extra! SAT. MIDNITE SHOW!
COME AT 11:20 AND SEE
10 EXTRA CARTOONS AND SHORTS!
LAST SHOWING OF "DUMBO"
SAT. NITE STARTS AT 12:30

The Rice Thresher
Team May Open Season Against LSU Golf Squad

Almost continual rain has prevented the golf team from holding regular practice sessions, and the tour team has not been chosen to the basis of match play. The schedule has not been arranged, but Captain George Morris said Thursday that he was attempting to schedule a match with LSU March 26. Earl Stewart, national intercollegiate golf champion, captains the LSU squad.

NEW DORIS DODSON
JUNIOR FASHIONS
arriving constantly in

Joles Bros
Shop Collegiate
Fifth Floor

Sakowitz Bros.
ON MAIN AT RUSE

Track Practice
Season March 21

Track practice has been slowed down considerably the past two weeks because of heavy rains. The team is rounding into shape slowly for its first appearance on March 20-21 at the Pat Rock Show Meet in Fort Worth.

Coach Emmett Brunson will not make up a list of members who will make the Fort Worth trip until the week before the meet, he said Thursday.
U.S. Should Seize Madagascar Now, Slaughter Asserts

The United States should take Madagascar, strategic French base off the southeast coast of Africa, immediately, Dr. J. W. Slaughter told the Menoiah Society Wednesday night at Autry House.

Appearing as the second speaker in a series entitled "Blueprints for Peace," the lecturer in civics and philosophy asserted that the loss of Java virtually closed the war in the Far East for the Allied Powers, and predicted a decisive struggle within six months either in the Middle East or Africa.

Fascist Organizations

Every South American country has Fascist organizations ready to stage full-scale revolutions, he said, and the United States should always forget this business of being "the arsenal of democracy" and turn its powers of production and diplomacy toward South America. Dr. Slaughter predicted that the Japanese would crush their activity in Australia to widespread bombing, with a full-size invasion blocked by 300 miles of Australian desert. If Nippon becomes a serious threat to today, he asserted, Germany will make peace with Russia because of fear of losing India to the Japs.

Discussing the situation after the war, the lecturer said that Big Business was dismayed, and that virtually all essential materials would come under government control. Women, he contended, must bear the dual burden of the conflict, not only raising their families, but doing an ever-increasing percentage of men's ordinary industrial and professional pursuits, but suffering mental anxiety over new power to war.

ASME--

(Continued from page 1)

A committee composed of various mechanical engineering faculty members from the schools reported.

Bob Benson, secretary of the committee, expressed the hope that an organization similar to the American Society for Mechanical Engineers would be organized. The committee recommended that the authors of the papers be submitted to the convention at East New York, the paper had not yet been accepted.

The Thresher

Vol. XXI No. 10, Wednesday, March 13

By Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen

Anti-Trust May Be Suspended
Admiral versus Secretary

Washington—It hasn't leaked out yet, but Secretary of War Stimson has sent a letter to Attorney General Biddle virtually requesting that the Justice Department refrain from further prosecution of anti-trust suits until the end of the war.

Secretary Stimson's letter is couched in veiled and polite language. But its effect comes close to a demand that the Sherman anti-trust act be put on the shelf until the end of the war.

Behind this is the fact that various big companies have been compelled to come to the Justice Department to ask that they cannot push their war contracts if they are constantly harassed by the Justice Department bringing them before grand juries.

The Justice Department has prosecuted under way against the

ASME--

More Pleasure for You

There's satisfaction in knowing that the 6 1/2 revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam

Every time you buy Chesterfields you get the satisfaction of a smoke that's definitely MILD, far COOLER and BETTER-TASTING.

Chesterfield's superior blend of the world's best cigarette tobaccos will give you more smoking pleasure than you ever had before. Try a pack of Chesterfields today.

Newest Decca Recordings!

D-408—Blues in the Night; This Time the Dream's On Me (Watty Herma... D-1182—Deep in the Heart of Texas; Let's All Meet at My House (Bing Crosby) ... D-1183—A String of Pearls; Day Dreaming (Glenn Miller) ... D-1184—Moonlight Cocktail; I Don't Want to Walk Without You (Bing Crosby) ... D-1185—White Cliffs of Dover; I Got It Bad (Jimmy Dorsey) ...

Record Bar-Downstairs

More Arms for America

We Pay More Than $2,000,000 a Week into the U.S. Treasury for the Tax Stamps necessary for one week's output of Chesterfields.

This is what this could buy for defense in one year: 3,200 two-motorized bombers and 1,485 medium heavy tanks. These would cost $1,780,000.

D-409—My House (Bing Crosby) ... D-1180—A String of Pearls; Day Dreaming (Glenn Miller) ...
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